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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [IO], we have obtained several new integrodifferential inequalities 
involving higher order derivatives of a single independent variable. These 
inequalities are directly useful in studying several properties of solutions of 
ordinary differential equations (see also [ 111 where essentially these 
inequalities are used). The discrete inequalities with and without differences 
share the same importance and are discussed in [l-3]. In the present paper 
we shall discuss several new integrodifferential inequalities in two 
independent variables. Some particular cases of our results have been 
considered recently by Pachpatte [ 8-91, but the results obtained here cannot 
be compared with his results. Some applications of our results are also given. 
2. LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
To obtain our main results we need three lemmas. The first and second are 
particular cases of the results obtained in [6], whereas the third is a special 
case of the second but more useful in applications. 
LEMMA 1. Let a(x, y), b(x, y), and u(x, y) be real-valued nonnegative- 
continuous functions on RI, where R , is the first quadrant x > 0, y > 0. If 
u(x, Y) < a(x, y) + \’ ly b(s, t) u(s, t) ds dt, on R,, (1) 
-0 0 
then 
u(x, y) < a(x, y) + 11 jr b(s, t) v(x, Y, s, t) ds dty on RI, (2) 
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where v(x, y, s, t) satisfies 
LEMMA 2. Let a(x, y), b(x, y), and U(X, y) be as in Lemma 1, and (1) be 
satisfied; then 
u(x, Y) < 4x, y) + lx )-’ u(s, t) b(s, t) exp lXj-’ b(<, q) d< dv ds dt, 
0 -0 s I 
o<s<x, O,<t<y. (4) 
LEMMA 3. In Lemma 2, let u(x, y) be nondecreasing with respect to both 
variables on R, , then 
u(x, y) < a(x, y) exp 
c 
lx 1’ b(s, t) ds dt . 
1 
(5) 
0 0 
ProoJ Using the nondecreasing nature of a@, y), we find from (4) 
U(X, ~1) < a(~, y) 1 + lx jy b(s, t) exp ((” 1.’ NC v) d5 dv) ds dt] v 
-0 0 -s .I 
Since 
o<s,<x, O<l<Y. (6) 
it follows from (6) that 
and from this (5) is obvious. 
Remark 1. Lemma 3, with the additional conditions uX(x, y), a,(~, y), 
a,,(~, y) continuous and nonnegative, is proved in 151, also. Their claim with 
no sign condition on u(x, y) does not seem to be true, since in the proof the 
term 
u(x, y) j-’ b(x, t) dt f b(s, y) ds 
0 0 
is used as nonnegative. 
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Remark 2. A different proof of Lemma 3 is given in (7 1, where a(x, y) is 
considered to be positive. 
Remark 3. Let a(x, y) = c(x) + d(y), where c(x), d( ~1) > 0, c’(.u). 
d’( .I*) > 0, hence the conditions over a(x, y) in Lemma 3 are satisfied, and 
estimate (5) is sharper than obtained by Wendroff (4, p. 1541 
(I 40) + 4 Y> 11 c(x) + 40) I/ [c(O) + d(O) /)exp (!:I: b(s, t) ds dt) . 
THEOREM 1. Let P(X, Y), 0, .vh c,(x, Y),.... c4(x, 4’). 4.~ .v), u.~(x, Y>. 
u,.(x, y). u,,.(x, v) be real-valued nonnegative-continuous functions on R , . If 
on R,, then 
u,,(-c Y) < Pk J’) + q(x, Y) 
I 
(8) 
on R,, where v, (x. y, s, t) satisfies 
and 
A I(x, y) = c,(x, y) 
I 
u(0, y) + 24(x, 0) - UK4 0) + IfX I’)-& t) ds dt 
.,o -0 I 
+ c,(x, v> I ux(x, 0) + /-’ P(X, 0dt 20 I 
+ cd-5 .v) 
I 
u,(Q VI + I'k, v) ds 
.O I 
+ c&3 r> P(X5 Y)? 
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.x .y .J 
B,(x,y) = c,(x,y) ( ( q(s. t) ds dt t C&Y) ) & t) dt 
,o -0 -0 
+ C& Y) (_I q(s, y) ds + cd-~ Y)4(x, .v>. -0 
ProoJ Let q~(x, y) be the right-side part appearing in the bracket of (7). 
Then, it follows that 
and 
cp,,(x,y) = C,(X,Y) l&Y) + Cz(X,Y) %(XYY) + C&Y) U,GGY) 
+ c& Y> %y(X, Y> (9) 
%y(-T Y> <PC? Y) + sh Y) Cd-G Y>* (10) 
From (10) we obtain 
2$.(x, y) < ZLJX, 0) + fY [ P(& t> + 4(x, t> P(X, 01 dt, 
-0 
(11) 
u,,(x, y) G uy(~, y) -+ ix I p(s9 y) + q(sT y) rp(s2 y)~ 6 
-0 
(12) 
u(x, y) ,< up, y) -t u(x, 0) - @T 0) 
+ f fy [ p(s, t) + q(s, t) vP(s, t)l ds dt. 
-0 -0 
(13) 
Using (lo)-( 13) and the nondecreasing nature of q(x, y) in (9), one obtains 
v)xy(x, Y> < A 1(x, Y) + B,(x, Y> rp(x, Y> 
and hence 
Cp(X, -V> G 1’ 1)’ A ,(S, t) ds dt + {’ f’ B, (S, t) cp(S, t) ds dt. 
0 -0 0 -0 
(14) 
An application of Lemma 1 provides 
a(x,y)&j~~yA~(s,t)dsdl+ji~yB,(s,I)u~(X,.y,s)dsdf. 
0 0 0 0 
Substituting this estimate in (7), the result (8) follows. 
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COROLLARY 1. In Theorem 1, inequality (8) can be replaced by 
i 
.x .y 
u,,(x, Y) < P(X, Y> i- 9(x, Y> J ( ‘4 16, t> ds dt 
-0 .o 1 
.x .) 
x exp 
(J J 
B,(s, t)dsdt . 
1 (15) -0 -0 
Proof: The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1, except to obtain the 
estimate for f+0(x, y) in (14), we use Lemma 3 now. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the following inequality be satisfied 
u,y(x, Y> G Pk. Y) + 4(x, Y> [CnU(X.Y)+j;~~~ jc,(sJ)u(sJ) 
+ CA& t) u,(s, t) + C&T t> Q& t) 
+ q(s, t) u.&, t> ds dt 1 1 , (16) 
on R,, where co is a nonnegative constant and the functions are the same as 
in Theorem 1. Then, estimates (8) and (15) hold, where now c4(x, y) is 
co + c,(x, y) and P(X,Y) is c,q(x,y)lu(x, 0) + 40,~) - u@O>l + P(x~Y). 
Proof: Inequality (16) is the same as 
U,y(X,Y) <P(&Y) + CO9(X,Y)lU(X~ 0) + U(O,Y) - 40,O)l 
+ 4(x, y) [ fX j-i 1 c,(s, t) 4% t) + c2(s, t) u,(s, t) 
.o .o 
+ q(s, t) u,(s, t) + (co + c,(s, t>> us,@, t> 
1 I 
ds dt 
The result now follows as in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. In inequality (7), let C,(x,Y)- cj(x~Y)~ 03 c~(x-Y)~ 
c4(x, y), and q(x, y) = 1. Then 
where 
u,,(x, Y) < P(X, Y) + Yi(X, Y), i-1,2, on R,, (17) 
I,(x,y)=~~~~~~(s,t)dsdt+~~~~[1+c,(s,t)]v,(x,y,s:t)dsdt, 
yz(x, y) = j-xj-yA1(s, t) ds dt + j-‘!’ c,(s, t) wl(s, t) ds dt, 
0 0 0 0 
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and v2(x, y, s, t) satisfies 
vz(x, y, s, t) = 1 + ix j’ [ 1 + c,(l, r)] v,(L ~3 s, t) dt dv, 
s I 
o,<s<x, o<t<y, 
and 
A,(x,y)=c,(x,y) 
[ 
U(X,O)+U(O,Y)-~(O,O)+~(x~Y)+ I.xj.ymwdt]. 
‘0 0 
ProoJ Define 
C&Y) = j.x [’ c,(s, t>[+, t) + q,(s, t)l ds dt. 
0 “0 
Then, it follows that 
cp,,(X~Y) = Cl(X~Y)[&Y) + %y(X>Y)L (18) 
%y(X,Y) GP(X,Y) + (4kY)Y (19) 
.x .y 
4x, Y) < @, 0) + 40, Y> - 4J, 0) + 1 1 ~6, f> ds dt 
-0 -0 
+ IX 1.’ c&s, t) ds dt. 
-0 ‘0 
(20) 
Using (19) and (20) in (18), we obtain 
py,(x,~> <A,(x,Y) + c,(x,Y> 
L 
(o(x,Y) + 1.X (yds~ t)dsdt . 
I 
(21) 
-0 -0 
Let 
Then, we find 
R(x, y) = rp(x, y) + fx j+ cp(s, 0 ds dt. 
-0 0 
Ky(X, Y> = (Pxy(x, Y> + Y4G Y> 
which is from (21) and R(x, y) > cp(x, y) 
R,y(x,Y)<A*(x,Y)+ [l +c,(x~Y)lwGY) 
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and hence 
Now from Lemma 1, we obtain 
..Y ;? ..v I’ 
R(+LJ’) < ) ( Az(s, t) ds dt + ) 
-0 -0 
I- 11 + c,(s. /,I z:,(.u.y. s, t) ds dt. (23) 
.o -0 
Using (23) in (Zl), we find 
q(x, y) ,< (‘- 1’ A&, t) ds di $ I--’ 1” c,(s, t) vu, (s, r) ds dr. (24) 
.o .o .o .o 
The results (17) now follows from the definitions of R(x, .v) and v(.Y, Jo). 
COROLLARY 3. In Theorem 2, inequality (17) can be replaced by 
Z~,).(X. y) < p(x, ?‘) i &“(x. J,), i= 1.2 on R,. (25) 
where 
and 
THEOREM 3. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2, 
p,(x. y), and pJx, y) exist and be nonnegative and continuous ON R, . Then 
u&y) ,<P(X,Y) + ix fY c,(s, t>lu(s, 0) + NO, f) - u(O,O> +p(s, 111 
dcl “0 
X exp “11 +c,(&a)id~dqjhdl, on R,. (26) 
ProoJ: Define 
(D(x, y) = p(x. y) + 1 ] c,(s, t>[ u(s, t) + I& t)l ds df. 
-0 .o 
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Then, it follows that 
u(x, y) < u(x, 0) + ~(0, y) - ~(0, 0) + ) ( v(s, 0 ds dt. (29) 
.” .n 
Using (28) and (29) in (27), we obtain 
f&&, Y) < P&Y> + C,(& Y) 4x3 0) + @J Y) - 4QO) + (D(x. Y) 
+ I’* f p(s, t) ds dt 
I 
. (30) 
-0 -0 
Let 
..r .) 
R(X, y) = u(x, 0) t ~(0, y) - ~(0, 0) + ul(x, Y) + / ) P(S, f) ds dt. 
-0 -0 
Then, we find 
which is from (30) and R(x, y) > cp(x, Y), 
R,,(x,y) <P,,(X~Y) t I1 + CI(X~Y)l R(x1.Y). 
Since R(x, 0) = 24(x, 0) -tp(x, O), R(O, y) = @, Y) + P(O, Y)? WI 0) = 
~(0, 0) + ~(0, 0), we find 
+ p(x, y) + jl I-) [ 1 + c,(s, r)] R(s, t) ds dt. 
-0 *o 
Using Lemma 3, we obtain 
R(x, y) < 124(x, 0) + u(O, Y) - 403 0) + Pk Y)l 
X exp 
Substituting this in (30) and making use of rp(x, 0) = p(x, 0), ~(0, y) = ~(0, ~1). 
~(0, 0) = ~(0, 0), inequality (26) follows. 
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3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Here we shall present some applications to uniqueness and estimating 
bounds to the solutions of some nonlinear-hyperbolic integrodifferential 
equations which are sufficient to conJey the importance of our results. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Uniqueness). Consider the nonlinear-hyperbolic integro- 
differential equation of the form 
z&(x, y) =f(x, .!J, UC& Y>, u(x, Y)) (31) 
in which 
together with the boundary conditions u(x, 0) = a(x), ~(0, y) = b( JJ), and 
a(0) = b(O) = 0 and each of the functions a(x), b(y) is continuously differen- 
tiable in its argument. The functions f and g are continuous in all the 
arguments and such that 
lg(X,y,S~t~ql~q2,q3,q4)-g(x,y,s,t,rl,r2rr3,r4)l 
~L~lc,(s,~)Iq,-r,I+c2(s,~)Iq2-r21 
+ c3(h t> Iq3 - r3 I+ c,(s, f> lq4 - r4 II, 
lS(X~~~~,~~,)--f(x~~~~2~~*)l~~,l~,-~zl+~,I~,--v,l, 
where CJX, y), 1 < i < 4 are nonnegative-continuous functions on R , and Li, 
0 < i < 2, are nonnegative constants. Let u’(x, y) and u2(x,v) be two 
solutions of (3 1) which exist on R, , then if we define m(x, 4’) = U’ (x, y) - 
u2(x,y), it follows from the above assumptions that 
I?&JJ)l G L, l~(x~Y)l +L2Lojo Jo (c,(s, f) Ids, [)I + c2h f) IMP r)l 
i- CA f) I M, f>l f c,(s, 4 I m,,(s, t)lI ds dt on R,. 
Since PZ(X, 0) = m(0, y) = m,(x, 0) = m,(O, y) =P(x,Y) = 0 and hence 
A l(~,y) = 0, we find from Corollary 2, that Im,,(x,u)l < 0, thus lm(x,~)J < 0 
which is u’(x,y) = u’(x,y). 
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EXAMPLE 2 (Upper bound). Here once again we shall consider Eq. (3 l), 
where now we assume 
I &Y(X,Y, s, t, 41,92,43, q4)lG dX>Y)k,(S> 4 I41 I + c2b 4 I% 
+ c3@, t) I q3 I + C,(h 0 I q4 I1 
where c~(x, y), 1 < i < 4, are the same as in Example 1, and p(x, y), q(x, y) 
are nonnegative continuous functions on R , and cO is a nonnegative constant. 
From the above assumptions, if u(x, y) is any solution of (31) which exists 
on R,, then 
+ c3(s, t) / u,(s, t>l + c4(s, t) I u,,(s, t)l } ds dt, on R,. 
A suitable application of Corollary 2 provides an upper bound on I uX,(x, y)i. 
The estimate for lu(x, y)l is easily obtained on using the boundary con- 
ditions. 
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